Carbon Rim/Wheelset User Guide
Proper Lacing Guidelines
Please take note of these pointers when building up your Loaded Precision Carbon rims. Not only will this allow years of enjoyment out of your new wheel(s),
but will also preserve the warranty coverage. If your wheel(s) were not built by our seasoned wheel builders, it is very important to follow these guidelines so
you will have worry free performance.










Your new rim(s) should be built by a certified or experienced wheel builder.
Our rims are directional. This means that they have a forward rotating direction. Between the rim walls, there is a decal that will indicate which side is the drive side for
the rear wheel and which side is the rotor side for the front wheel. If this decal is omitted, please contact us for determining proper direction. Our rims are not front or
rear specific.
Proper lacing is optimal at 3-cross with “pulling” spokes being “head out” at the hub flange. Some builders would choose to lace the pulling spokes “head in”, but it is a
simple matter of reversing the way the lacing is done.
We recommend using our Quad-Butted Round Spokes when lacing your new wheel(s). Carbon is such a rigid structure that some elasticity is required in order to prevent
excessive impact loads. Too rigid a lace-up, and premature failure is more likely.
Nipple Washers must be used when lacing and they are included with our Carbon Wheel Nipples. The washers prevent binding at the nipple hole as the spoke turns. In
addition, they spread the load of the nipple across a larger surface instead of focusing the load immediately around the nipple hole preventing any focused load failure.
Tension on the butted spokes should be between 20-25 Nm on a spoke tension gauge. The spokes should have absolute tension with each spoke’s tension falling within
this range. Spoke tension will vary slightly if different spokes are used. Please contact Loaded Precision for additional assistance with spoke tension for non-Loaded
Precision spokes.
Please be sure wheels are properly tensioned and pre-loaded after final lacing.

Proper Tubeless Set-up Guidelines







Our carbon rims are tubeless ready, all you will need is sealant tape and a tubeless rim valve.
We suggest that you use our Orange Seal tubeless kit for the best fit. Please follow the instructions included with your tubeless kit for best results.
Start the rim tape at the valve hole and layer the tape twice around circumference of the rim overlapping about an inch from where you started. Adhere it securely
ensuring the nipple holes are completely covered.
Puncture the tape at the valve hole and insert your valve as illustrated.
Install your tubeless tire and add about 4oz of sealant through the valve.
Inflate your tire to no more than 60psi. Ensure there are no leaks.

